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When Rachel left for her rumspringa, she never thought she would end up making the same mistakes she left the community to avoid. Seth Mast was the main reason she left, but when he follows her and becomes a part of her new English world, that one night could end up changing their lives forever.
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Customer Reviews

Rachel, her cousin & their friend go to the big city for their Rumspringa, but for Rachel, things don't turn out as planned. Can she go back home to her family?

Another wonderful story of love Samantha has a way of grabbing your interest and you can't I stop reading until you finish the book. She is a great author and I truly recommend anyone reading her books

This is a true love story! As with all of Samantha Bayaar's books, this one is well-written and very enjoyable. The love story between Rachel and Seth will keep you involved in their lives up to the very end of the book. This is book 3 of the series. I liked it very much and recommend it to all!

This book continues the series and does not disappoint. This book might have been my favorite. I like that it showed no matter the up bringing or faith, we are all human. It showed that even when people let us down or disappoint us with their decisions we are still suppose to show them grace
and support them.

Samantha Bayarr keeps you in suspense in this the third book in the Amish Wedding series. You will love the story of Rachel & Seth.

This is the third book of the Amlsh Weddng Series. Samantha Bayard develops her characters well giving them great personalities. I only wish the stories were longer or all the stories in the series were in one book.

Another great book in the series!!! Can't wait for the next one! If you haven't read books by this author, I highly recommend all of her books.

Very good story but so true to life when we let our imagination run away. Good example of God's forgiveness.
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